The **212 Series** keypads are designed for basic access control or code control for up to four individual devices (model dependent). These keypads are the perfect choice for controlling electric or magnetic locks, security systems, elevator control, gate controls, or other types of equipment requiring on/off or momentary control inputs.

**FEATURES**
- 120 users
- Input trigger for Request to Exit or other open circuit contact
- Up to 4 independent outputs (model dependent)
- All outputs programmable for latched or timed operation.
- Keypad programmable

**The 242 Series** combines the ease of the 232 Series with the flexibility of the 212 Series. It’s four pre-programmed access control outputs can be reconfigured to operate in any combination by code.

**FEATURES**
- 120 Users
- Request to Exit and Door Monitor inputs
- Four relay outputs independently assignable by code or a forced door; propped door; alarm shunt.
- Outputs programmable for latched or timed operation
- Keypad programmable
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212 & 242

**eM Style Keypads**
- Single gang design
- 212 Metal Trim & Braille Keys
- Weather resistant
- Sounder
- 212 Style – 1 SPDT 2 amp relay
- Five year warranty
- 4.5” x 2.75” x 0.60”
- 10-30 VDC; 12-24 VAC - auto adjusting
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